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Introduction

Cryptocurrency interest has been booming in Indonesia, long painted as

an attractive market for fintech expansion with one of the largest online

markets worldwide and a large unbanked population. Existing surveys

suggest high cryptocurrency literacy in Indonesia. A 2017 DailySocialID

study1 found that 78.1% of surveyed Indonesians know of Bitcoin and

49.9% know of other cryptocurrencies besides Bitcoin.

This report seeks to contribute to existing studies by focusing on existing

cryptocurrency investors using the INDODAX platform, an exchange

operating in Indonesia since 2014 with currently over 1.8 million users.

Leading players in the space have also supplemented this report with

expert insights (see page 20). While we recognise that the results here

might not necessarily represent all Indonesian investors, we aim to offer a

glimpse into the attitudes of an average trader and investor living in

Indonesia. We hope that this study will provide insights on consumer

sentiment, which will advise and guide further actions leading to greater

financial innovation in Indonesia.

1 Zebua, Ferdinand. “Cryptocurrency Indonesia Survey 2017: Dailysocial.” DailySocial.id. Dailysocial,

October 4, 2017. https://dailysocial.id/report/post/cryptocurrency-indonesia-survey-2017.



INDODAX respondents, in general, are bullish on cryptocurrencies. High
volatility and the extended bear period in 2018 did not deter
cryptocurrency optimism. Most respondents are male and aged between
18-35. First exposure and purchase usually occur after the cryptocurrency
boom in 2017.

Respondents purchased cryptocurrencies primarily for investment, with
many believing that they are a better investment choice than existing
asset classes. However, they qualified that trading cryptocurrencies are
better than just holding them, and plan to actively trade in the next 12
months. This result might be attributed to Indonesia having a large
unbanked population yet large online market, which might make
experimenting with financial technology easier. With the online market
set to experience continuous growth, we see strong opportunities for all
financial institutions.

Cryptocurrency knowledge among respondents is high. However, with
bullish sentiments seen even amongst respondents not familiar with
cryptocurrencies, we see a need for further education to ensure that
everyone can make informed decisions.

Most respondents have engaged in cryptocurrency mining, and many
plan to continue doing so in the next 12 months. Most respondents also
only store their cryptocurrencies in software wallets. Future studies can dig
deeper into the reasons behind such behaviour.

Lastly, social media participation is high, signifying the importance of the
internet and social media to reach out to Indonesians.

91%
Of Respondents Are Male 

60%
Purchase Cryptocurrency For Investments

59%
Plan To Continue Cryptocurrency Mining In 
The Next 12 Months

73%
Only Store Their Cryptocurrencies In Software 
Wallets

Top Three Cryptocurrencies

Key Insights

*All percentages are rounded to whole numbers 



39,788 users from INDODAX participated in the study conducted from 5th
September 2019 to 5th October 2019. Responses were excluded if the total
response time is two standard deviations below mean sans outliers (below
103 seconds). Responses from duplicate email addresses were also
excluded. After exclusions, a total of 35,291 results were analysed. All
percentages shown in the report have been rounded to whole numbers.

The survey was conducted in the Indonesian language. Due to cultural
familiarity with the term “digital asset” rather than “cryptocurrency”, survey
questions substituted the term “cryptocurrency” with “digital asset”, with
explicit explanation that “digital assets” in this case refers to Bitcoin (BTC),
Ethereum (ETH) and other cryptocurrencies.

This study focuses on existing cryptocurrency holders in INDODAX living in
Indonesia. Results thus should not be extrapolated to all citizens of
Indonesia. We hope other institutions will continue our research on other
angles and share insights.

Study Design



STUDY FINDINGS
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Demographic analysis shows that a majority of cryptocurrency holders are male, and are between the age range of 18-35 years old. This result corroborates 
existing global studies done by SurveyMonkey and Global Blockchain Business Council1, which found that a majority of Bitcoin owners are male and aged 
between 18-34. A Circle study2 similarly shows that millennials and male dominate cryptocurrency investments. The age trend is also observed in traditional 
capital markets, with the Indonesia Central Securities Depository reporting that investors aged 20-30 make up the biggest retail group in the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange3. Data suggests that Millennials are behind the rapid growth of investors in both Indonesian equities and cryptocurrencies. 
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1 Bloomberg. “This Is What the Average Bitcoin Owner Looks Like.” Fortune, January 24, 2018. https://fortune.com/2018/01/24/young-men-buying-bitcoin/.
2 Agarwalla, Divya. “New Study: Millennial Women Underrepresented in Crypto Investing Opportunity.” Circle. Circle | The new shape of money, September 12, 2018. https://blog.circle.com/2018/09/12/new-study-millennial-women-underrepresented-in-crypto-
investing-opportunity/.
3 Suhartono, Harry. “Millennials Rule over Indonesian Stock Market as Foreigners Flee.” The Jakarta Post, November 23, 2018. https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/11/23/millennials-rule-over-indonesian-stock-market-as-foreigners-flee.html.
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Most Users Are Male Aged Between 18-35
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Jawa Timur
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Jawa Tengah

13%

Jawa Barat 22%

DKI Jakarta 11%

Banten 6%
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Most Respondents Are From Jawa (Java Island) 

Respondents are mostly from the island of Java. The top five geographic distribution of our respondents are shown below. The concentration of users in Java 

Island might be partially attributed to degree of internet access, as 55% of internet users are located in Java Island alone.1

1 
“Fintech Indonesia: Making Investing More Accessible.” Eastspring investments. Accessed October 23, 2019. https://www.eastspring.com/insights/fintech-indonesia-making-investing-more-accessible.
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2017 Was Critical For Cryptocurrency Visibility

Most participants first heard about cryptocurrencies in 2017 (26%) and made their first purchase after the cryptocurrency boom in 2017. 
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1 A regression analysis found that the year which participants first heard of cryptocurrencies significantly predicted the time taken for the first purchase, p < 0.01. 
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Participants Also Act The Fastest After 2017

It takes an average of 1.44 years for participants to make their first purchase after their first exposure to cryptocurrencies. Not surprisingly, we found a 

negative correlation between the year in which participants are first exposed to cryptocurrencies1, and the time taken thereafter to make their first purchase. 

Participants in the later years act faster, especially after the cryptocurrency boom in 2017. 
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1 “Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Survey: Consumers Bullish, Investors Cautiously Optimistic.” SharesPost, September 4, 2018. https://sharespost.com/insights/research-reports/cryptocurrency-and-

blockchain-survey-consumers-bullish-investors-cautiously-optimistic/.
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Cryptocurrencies Are Treated As Investments 

When asked on their reason for purchasing cryptocurrencies, over 60% of respondents stated that they are buying cryptocurrencies for investment purposes, 

with another 12% of them stating that it is for profit or trading purposes. 83% agree that cryptocurrencies are the future of investments, and 80% believes 

that the value of cryptocurrencies will increase in the next 12 months. INDODAX cryptocurrency investors are bullish, following a global trend observed by 

SharesPost1 in a 2018 study which sees 66% of retail cryptocurrency consumers expecting growth in cryptocurrency valuations over the next year. 
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1 “Blockchain Usability Report.” FIO, February 2019. https://fio.foundation/wp-content/themes/fio/dist/files/blockchain-usability-report-2019.pdf.
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Respondent Preferences: Trading > Holding > Spending 

Most participants prefer holding their cryptocurrencies rather than spending them, supporting the previous result that users tend to see cryptocurrencies for 

investment purposes rather than for other utilities. This is consistent with a FIO study1 which found that very few of their participants engaged in any form of 

cryptocurrency spending or utility. However, most users believe that actively trading cryptocurrencies are even better than just holding them. A majority 

agree that they will be actively trading cryptocurrencies in the next 12 months. 
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I think investing and trading cryptocurrencies are a better option than... (%)

1 Bovaird, Charles. “Are Cryptocurrencies More Trustworthy Than Stocks?” Forbes. Forbes Magazine, February 23, 2019. https://www.forbes.com/sites/cbovaird/2019/02/22/are-cryptocurrencies-more-trustworthy-than-stocks/#290faf18533d.
2 Nugroho, Yudistra and Samudera, Ilham. “All eyes on e-money: The race to reach 180M unbanked Indonesians.” Google, 2018. https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/tools-resources/research-studies/all-eyes-e-money-race-reach-180m-unbanked-
indonesians/
3 Davis, Stephanie, Samuele Saini, Rohit Sipahimalani, and Florian Hoppe. “e-Conomy SEA 2019: Swipe up and to the Right: Southeast Asia's $100 Billion Internet Economy.” Google, October 2019. https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/tools-
resources/research-studies/e-conomy-sea-2019-swipe-up-and-to-the-right-southeast-asias-100-billion-internet-economy/.
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Cryptocurrencies Are Preferred Over Traditional Asset Classes

Most participants find cryptocurrencies as a better investment option compared to traditional asset classes. An eToro study1 previously reported that 43% of 

their millennial participants expressed greater faith in cryptocurrency exchanges over stock exchanges, with reasons being the ease of use and low barriers 

to entry. We believe that this is the same case for Indonesia, especially with its large unbanked population (66%)2. Coupled with being the largest SEA online 

market (USD 40 billion)3, the landscape is attractive for the proliferation of financial technology. With the online market set to have a region-leading growth 

of 40% a year3, we see a tremendous opportunity not just for cryptocurrencies, but any financial institution seeking to innovate and tap into the online 

market. 
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1 A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found a significant effect of cryptocurrency conceptual familiarity on future trading activity, p < 0.01. 

2 A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found a significant effect of cryptocurrency conceptual familiarity on investment outlook, p < 0.01. 
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Most Respondents Are Familiar With Blockchain Principles

Most respondents state that they are familiar with the concepts and principles of blockchain and cryptocurrencies. Our analysis confirms that familiarity is 

important for investment decisions – users who agree that they are familiar with the concepts and principles of cryptocurrencies are more likely to agree that 

they will be actively trading cryptocurrencies in the next twelve months, compared to users who disagree that they are familiar with cryptocurrency 

concepts.1 Respondents familiar with cryptocurrency concepts are also more likely to agree that cryptocurrencies are the future of investments.2
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Education Is Important 

However, unfamiliarity did not stop some investors. Amongst investors who disagreed that they are familiar with cryptocurrency concepts, 24% agree that 

they will be actively trading cryptocurrencies in the next 12 months, and 50% of them agree that they are the future of investment. Amongst investors who 

are neutral on cryptocurrency familiarity, 38% agree that they will be actively trading in the next 12 months, and 70% agree that they are the future of 

investment. With bullish sentiments observed even among respondents unfamiliar with cryptocurrency concepts, we believe that continuous education is 

important to ensure that all cryptocurrency traders and holders can make informed decisions. 
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1 A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found a significant effect of mining conceptual familiarity on profitability sentiment, p <0.01. 

2 A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found a significant effect of mining conceptual familiarity on future mining activity, p <0.01. 
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69% Of Users Have Done Cryptocurrency Mining 

A majority of respondents state that they have conducted cryptocurrency mining. We found a similar positive correlation between conceptual familiarity, 

profitability perception, and mining activity. Respondents who agree that they are familiar with the concepts of cryptocurrency mining tends to agree that 

cryptocurrency mining is a profitable activity1, and also agree that they will be actively participating in mining in the next 12 months2, as compared to the 

other conditions (neutral and disagree). While global mining activity is mostly concentrated elsewhere, we believe that this high percentage of mining 

interest presents a strong opportunity and can be explored further.  
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Software Wallets Are King 

A majority of participants only store their cryptocurrencies in software wallets, despite 64% of participants stating that they are familiar with the concepts of 

both software and hardware wallets. While we did not survey the reasons for selecting only software wallets, future studies can explore the intricacies of 

factors such as usability and security in the preference for wallet types. 
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1 “Global Digital Report 2019.” We Are Social. Accessed October 9, 2019. https://wearesocial.com/global-digital-report-2019.

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2019-Indonesia
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Social Media Plays A Strong Role 

A majority agree that they read cryptocurrency and blockchain related news regularly and participate actively in cryptocurrency discussion groups and 

communities. We Are Social and Hootsuite’s study found that Indonesians are above the global average in the time spent on social media and the number 

of social accounts. With 150 million active social media users, a 15% growth from 2018, the internet and social media remains a critical area to reach 

Indonesians. 
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Bitcoin Remains Dominant 

Lastly, when asked on their top three cryptocurrencies, over 75% of participants chose Bitcoin amongst all three choices, affirming the popularity of the 

genesis cryptocurrency. The most popular cryptocurrencies after Bitcoin are Ethereum, followed by Litecoin. 



Overall, with sustained optimism and interest in cryptocurrencies amongst existing holders, we see a

strong market opportunity in Indonesia for this emerging asset class. The internet and social media will

play a key role in reaching out to more market participants.

There is strong interest in cryptocurrency trading, mining, and building software wallets - which highlights

the importance of having a robust ecosystem to match the strong demand. We hope companies will

continue to provide secure, innovative, and industry-leading products and services for all cryptocurrency

users in Indonesia.

We believe that institutional and state endorsement will be critical to support such an ecosystem. Key

institutions can help with both financial education amongst investors as well as advisory for

cryptocurrency initiatives. With strong institutional and regulatory support, we believe that such an

ecosystem will drive further financial innovation in Indonesia.
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Partner Insights – NUS Fintech Lab
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The results shown here complements our findings that the worldwide acceptance of cryptocurrency is expected to grow with 
cryptocurrencies slowly becoming a faster and less volatile option for international transactions. 

Transaction Times

Volatility is not preferred from a perspective of sending and 
receiving currency because of transactional risk.

Say that a transaction of sending 20,000 US Dollars from the 
United States to Singapore occurs. The US Dollar is 
converted to the Singapore Dollar at a rate of 1 USD to 1.33 
SGD (net rate), which means the receiver receives 20,000 * 
1.33 = 26,600 Singapore Dollars. This rate is locked in upon 
the sender initiating the transaction. 

This bank transfer took 3 days, and by the time this money is 
received, the exchange rate went to 1 USD to 1.35 SGD. If the 
sender delayed this transaction, the receiver would have 
received 20,000 * 1.35 = 27,000 Singapore dollars instead. 
Thus, it is important to measure this transactional risk in real 
value terms as well!



Partner Insights – NUS Fintech Lab
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Our research concluded that the actual volatility involved in transferring currency with cryptocurrency is actually very little compared to 

fiat currencies. 3 pairs stand out as having the lowest volatility: USD/CNY, USD/IDR and USD/SAR, but an interesting newcomer, USDT (a 

cryptocurrency stablecoin), will also be within the top 5 most stable currencies. When compared on a speed of transaction settlement 

and volatility, cryptocurrency is so much faster that as a class they are more stable than the G20 fiats. While the current cryptocurrency 

system is far from perfect, we believe that these beneficial features will further grow global cryptocurrency adoption, especially emerging 

markets such as Indonesia. 

Average volatility over full transactional period 

*Methodologies may be contradictory because time frames for data sets are different
**Cryptocurrency pairs are in USDT for the purposes of tracking and liquidity which ensures that the estimations 
are the closest possible to actual value.
***Assumption that it is only asset transference that matters, i.e same currency is passed from 1 person to another, 
and the volatility is calculated upon the real value on the points of sending and receiving said currency.



We see great potential for blockchain and cryptocurrency adoption in SEA for several reasons:

1. Lack of legacy systems: Blockchain flourishes in regions and markets that are not held back by outdated

and inefficient systems. Blockchain startups can capitalize on SEA markets by introducing new, innovative

business models.

2. High mobile and e-wallet penetration rate: Mobile wallets and digital payments have burst onto the scene

in SEA, with greater mass adoption than many developed countries. Among SEA countries, mobile

penetration rate is already at 135%1. Blockchain and crypto mobile wallets can face relatively less resistance

by the public, and DeFi (Decentralized Finance) applications become more attractive.

3. Strong B2C Markets: SEA B2C E-Commerce markets are particularly suitable for blockchain and crypto

adoption, for instance in payments, supply chain, additional layers of transparency, etc. Indonesia in

particular has one of the highest mobile E-commerce penetration rate at 79%2.

Partner Insights – LongHash
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1 “Digital 2020.” We Are Social. Accessed February 5, 2020. https://wearesocial.com/digital-2020.
2 “Digital 2019 Spotlight: E-commerce in Southeast Asia.” We Are Social. Accessed February 5, 2020. https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2019-spotlight-ecommerce-in-southeast-asia.



Through our investments in different companies, we have witnessed growing interests in cryptocurrencies from 

millennials around the world. In fact, cryptocurrencies have gradually become the first point of contact for the 

younger generation to learn trading and finance.

With a young and sizeable unbanked population largely connected to the Internet, we believe Indonesia is well-

positioned to capitalise upon Fintech advancements. We already see significant progress in the payments 

industry, with the rise of instant mobile payment wallets such as GojekPay and OVO. NGC has been investing in 

this rising trend via several payment and remittance related startups in SEA.

Moving forward, we hope to see more high-quality projects creating cryptocurrencies that not only incentivise 

investors to trade, but also provides a strong use case. We look forward to seeing more blockchain and 

cryptocurrency-related companies expanding to Indonesia in multiple verticals such as cryptocurrency wallets, 

exchanges, crowdfunding platforms and remittance services.

Partner Insights – NGC Ventures
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About INDODAX About Tokenomy  

Bagas Satriadi  
Digital Marketing Manager 

bagas@indodax.com

Poh Hou Sheng
Business & Strategy 

hs.poh@tokenomy.com

TOKENOMY is a digital asset marketplace where users can discover

the possibilities and access the applications of cryptocurrencies and

blockchain tokens. An innovation arm of INDODAX, Tokenomy

provides research and development of new blockchain projects to

explore practical solutions for the digital future.

INDODAX is the longest running digital asset exchange in Indonesia.

Operating since 2014 with multiple cryptocurrencies and digital

assets trading against the Indonesian Rupiah (IDR), it is the largest

exchange by volume and userbase in Indonesia. Recognized as an

industry leader, INDODAX has built a world-class business that

focuses on long-term client relationships, exceptional customer

service and continuous innovation.
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About LONGHASH 

LongHash is a Singapore government-
backed global blockchain incubator and
investor. We incubate and invest in early-
stage blockchain startups, with a mission
to enable the Web 3.0 blockchain native
economy. We source projects globally,
leveraging especially on our strong Asia
network across key hubs like Singapore,
China, Hong Kong, and Japan. In addition
to providing capital, we support portfolio
companies with a rigorous hands-on
venture building platform with strategy
formulation, go-to market execution, and
our comprehensive investor network.
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About NGC VENTURES 

NGC Ventures (NGC) is one of the largest
and most active institutional investors of
cryptocurrencies. NGC adopts best
practices from traditional investments to
invest and incubate leading projects in
crypto industry worldwide. Our funds
have invested in over 50 projects, mostly
in blockchain infrastructure and related
ecosystem. NGC also incubated NGC
Stake X, which is a node-operating
division. NGC Ventures has offices in
Singapore, Shanghai and San Francisco.

About NUS

The FinTech Lab located at NUS School of
Computing is an academic lab with a
vision to transform our daily lives, safely
with FinTech. The lab’s primary focus is to
educate the ecosystem including schools,
regulators, lawyers, bankers, corporations
and innovators. The lab carries out
education initiatives to move the FinTech
projects from Proof of Concepts to
enterprise and generate value from data
through actionable intelligence. The lab
also aims to build a virtual banking
ecosystem on campus to simulate the
real world practice in order to provide
deep experiential learning to students
and members of the public. The FinTech
Lab also supports the newly created NUS
FinTech Society, managed by a group of
undergrad and masters students who are
passionate about FinTech, Algo-Trading
and Blockchain.
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This report was produced by and the opinions expressed herein are those of Tokenomy Technologies Ltd and its affiliates (“Tokenomy”) as of the 
date of writing and are subject to change. Tokenomy assumes no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials. This material is 
provided to you solely for informational and illustrative purposes and does not constitute a request nor an offer or recommendation by or on 
behalf of Tokenomy to any person to buy or sell any particular security, investment product, or token, or to participate in any other transactions. 
Tokenomy does not make any representation as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this report and does not 
accept liability for any direct, indirect, incidental, specific or consequential loss or damage arising from the use of or reliance on the information 
in this report. The information contained in this report is for general purposes and is not intended (and should not be construed or relied upon) 
as legal, accounting, tax nor financial advice or opinion provided by Tokenomy and cannot be used or relied on, by anyone for any other 
purpose. Each person receiving this material should make an independent assessment of the content, and the content should not be used as a 
substitute for consultation with professional advisors. 
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